Basic Troubleshooting

By Hunter Risse
Common Cables

- HDMI: Used for transferring audio and video
- VGA: Alternative to HDMI. Only transfers video.
- Ethernet: Used to connect to the network.
Common Cables

• Ps/2: Used to connect keyboard and mouse

• USB: Used as a connection for almost everything.
Common Cables

- Auxiliary: AKA, 3.5mm. Used for transferring audio.

- RCA: Used for transferring audio and video.
What kind of problem is it?

• If the computer won’t turn on then, it might be a power problem.
• If there is no sound then, it is a audio problem.
• If there is no video or if it is not showing the correct image then, it is a video problem.
Audio Problems

• Common problems with audio can be easily solved.
• Make sure that the audio on both the computer and the amplifier(amp) is on.
• Make sure the speakers are set by right clicking on the sound icon in the tray.
Video problems

• Check to make sure the video cables are connected.

• If one screen is not showing the same thing, check to make sure the projector is projecting the right source. If this does not fix it then it is probably not in duplicate mode. To fix this go into video settings by pressing ctrl+Alt+F12. Then go to display and then general settings.
Fixing most problems

• Sometimes the solution is just rebooting the computer. So be sure to try it.